
Devoteam G Cloud Achieves the Cloud
Migration Partner Specialisation for Google

Cloud

Paris, December, 2021 - Google Cloud Recognises Devoteam G
Cloud’s Technical Proficiency and Proven Success In Cloud Migration
with the Cloud Migration Specialisation.

Devoteam G Cloud today announced that it has achieved the Cloud Migration
Partner Specialisation in the Google Cloud Partner Advantage Program. By earning
the Partner Specialisation, Managed Services Google Cloud partner, Devoteam G
Cloud, has proven their expertise and success in building customer solutions in the
Cloud Migration field using Google Cloud technology.

Specialisations in the Partner Advantage Program are designed to provide Google
Cloud customers with qualified partners that have demonstrated technical
proficiency and proven success in specialised solution and service areas.

Google Cloud partners achieving the Cloud Migration Specialisation have
demonstrated success in building foundational architectures and then migrating
significant numbers of customer workloads from either on-premises or other cloud
providers to Google Cloud.

For Devoteam G Cloud, it’s the 8th Google Cloud specialisation in the trophy case -
next to the Infrastructure, Machine Learning, Work Transformation – Enterprise,
Application Development, Training Infrastructure and Training Data &
Location-Based Services Specialisations.

Besides achieving these 8 specialisations and the Managed Services partner status,
Devoteam was awarded with the Google Cloud Reseller Partner of the Year 2020
for EMEA award for the 2nd time in a row this year.

“We are thrilled to see Devoteam continue to invest in Google Cloud skills and
technologies to bring thoughtful solutions to customers while differentiating its
business. Devoteam’s multiple specializations demonstrate its proven customer
success and high levels of experience and aptitude with Google Cloud services,”
said Nina Harding, Chief of Global Partner Programs and Strategy, Google Cloud.

“We’re very proud of this specialisation, as it demonstrates our advanced and
in-depth capabilities in the cloud migration area. This achievement is there thanks
to our customers who trust us as their valued partner in their journey to and in the
cloud. But also thanks to our dedicated and highly skilled team of certified Google
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Cloud experts. We consider the Cloud Migration Specialisation as a real
differentiator for us as a Google Cloud partner active across EMEA. It celebrates the
joint successes with the customers that we partner up with, and the ambitions that
we have to migrate organisations across EMEA to Google Cloud. We’re excited to
keep investing and building up expertise in this area.”

- Valon Rexhepi, Director Devoteam G Cloud EMEA

About Devoteam G Cloud

With +2300 clients in 18 countries, Devoteam G Cloud is a Google Cloud Premier
Partner for over a decade and a Google Cloud Managed Services Provider, with
Centres of Excellence in Spain & Poland, and has achieved 8 Google Cloud
Specialisations: Infrastructure, Machine Learning, Cloud Migration, Work
Transformation - Enterprise, Application Development, Training Infrastructure,
Training Data, Location-Based Services. In July of 2021 Devoteam was named
Google Cloud Reseller Partner of the Year (EMEA) for the second time in a row.
Devoteam G Cloud helped hundreds of organisations grow with Google Cloud and
moved over 1 million users to Workspace.

About Devoteam

Devoteam is a leading consulting firm focused on digital strategy, tech platforms
and cybersecurity. By combining creativity, tech and data insights, we empower
our customers to transform their business and unlock the future.

With 25 years’ experience and more than 8,000 employees across Europe, the
Middle East and Africa, Devoteam promotes responsible tech for people and works
to create better change.
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